
Corncrakes on Tory 

Over the past decade, Tory has
emerged as Ireland’s Corncrake 
capital. The Corncrake, Ireland’s only
globally threatened bird species, was
once widespread throughout the
countryside. It has been brought back
from the brink of extinction by a
huge conservation effort by
researchers, farmers and landowners.
Tory is now one of the few places
where you can still be sure of hearing
the distinctive “crex-crex” call.  
To most Irish country folk over forty
years old, this call was the very sound
of summer, and many people make a
sentimental journey to Tory each year
just to hear again that well-remem-
bered sound. Although sometimes
heard during the day, it is in the
evening that the birds get into full
voice and often a chorus can be
heard throughout the night. 

It is the male bird that does the 
calling — they are territorial and each

chicks cannot fly until they are five
weeks old, which makes them very
vulnerable) and lack of tall vegetation
in April when they first arrive. 

On warm, damp evenings, particularly
in May and June, the birds can easily
be heard from the main road — in
West Town, anywhere between the
pier and the Social Club and beyond,
and in East Town between the village
and Port an Dúin.

Numbers of Corncrakes 
on Tory

(calling males) 1993-2007

1993 8 2001 20
1994 8 2002 32
1995 12 2003 34
1996 21 2004 32
1997 19 2005 20
1998 19 2006 22
1999 25 2007 18
2000 21

bird calls to attract females and to
warn away rivals. The hen is quiet —
she’s busy nest-building and chick-
rearing throughout the summer. She
builds the nest in tall vegetation and
usually raises two broods each 
season. 

The lack of intensive farming 
methods on the island means that
Tory’s hay meadows and damp 
grasslands offer ideal Corncrake
breeding habitat. However, in recent
years the number of calling males has
declined (see Table), probably as a
result of several factors, which
include disturbance, predation (the
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